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One of the most important aspects of human existence that is always been violated is the 

difference between religion and belief of the various culture. It been violated in a way that every 
member of the different religion discriminate the other religion because they want to prove that 
their religion is right and the other are not. Fighting for religion seemed to be like competition, if 
who will be the one who has a wide proof or sufficient evidence that their religion is the right 
one, it will become the superior and needs to be followed by all the human race that lead to 
conflicts between two different religions because the other religion didn't want to accord with 
them. it can also precede to the distraction of the solidarity due to cruelness of power where in 
every religion build blocks so that there are no other religion will penetrate and interrupt them 
that can make their belief change the conflicts of every religion lead to violence because other 
religion want to resolve it by way of violent resolution than to prefer in non-violent one; the war 
will eventuate and many lives will derange and that is intensely against to the principle of peace.  

 
Peace is obtain when every human acknowledge and respect every culture in their 

diversity, by way of these, every different culture will give different ideas on how to attain peace 
and combine or emerged all these ideas to form a more fit or accurate place that is beneficial of 
every culture in their diversity. Peace will establish if every accurate freedom will execute by 
person that are relevant and did not go beyond the rule of constitution, give respect in every 
rights of human and his value as a human person that objected at the center of teaching and 
learning process.  

 
Every person must have a deeper understanding what peace mean is and have a wide or 

broad mind to have an insight of how peace be gain because if a person understand what is peace, 
an individual know how to provide boundaries to those things that are not captured of their rights, 
understand deeper to the feeling of other individual, and respect to their freedom, privacy, and 
privileges. They should have equality between rich and poor, and men and women as peers 
acquiring the same rights and privilege.  

 
Nowadays, solidarity in achieving peace seem· to fade or disobeyed because some people 

think that they are exposed in vulnerability and they only care for their safety, making a 
distinction between rich and p or and in difference in belief and religion that is why they build 
blocks to separated themselves to other people or religions. There a lot of people who concerning 
for their own safety especially those who have a great wealth, they always think that they are 
vulnerable from the things that surround them that is why they build a soaring blocks in their 
houses that separate their lives to the hazardous thing that might be happen outside of it because 
it serves their protection to their lives and because of it they separate their selves or fail to 
socialize and share idea to other people that can help to attain peace outside the box so by way of 
these kind of living, it devastated the importance of solidarity because of their perception of the 
things that could be happen like kidnap or something that is risky. 


